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Abstract

The higher education landscape in developing countries is faced with many challenges, one of which is high faculty to student ratio. An obvious implication of this is compromise on the quality of classroom engagement. The distractions caused by the not conducive learning space and instructors’ inability to elucidate correct feedbacks from students usually lead to poor learning outcomes. Feedback mechanisms that are unobtrusive and efficient in processing large data in real-time are needful to measure quality learning experience in such large classroom settings. With the latest impact of penetration and adoption of internet and mobile technologies in most developing counties, wearable technology is a feasible solution to manage and monitor classroom involvement; as real time student feedback can be integrated in the design and delivery of instruction in and out of the classroom. In this paper, we present state of the art of wearable technology and explored the opportunities of wearable technology in the higher education. Specifically, we presented scenarios in which wearable technology can be employed to understand and analyze physiological signals and emotional responses from learners in real-time; the end result of which would increase the quality of classroom engagement, inspire new pedagogy, drive new trends in peer-to-peer collaborations, and increase the learning outcomes. Moreover, we identified some challenges that may hinder this development such as: inconclusive user studies of wearable technology in developing countries and inadequate infrastructure. Finally, we make appropriate recommendations on how these challenges can be surmounted
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1 INTRODUCTION

The regulatory body for higher education in many developing countries is charged with the responsibility of improving the quality of education in the university system, and pivotal is the maintenance of minimum academic standards [1; 2]. Maintaining minimum standards with increasing enrolment rates are inundated with some challenges including, inadequate funding, large class sizes and high student-faculty ratio; and these are important dimensions in academic delivery [3]. An obvious implication of these challenges is the compromise on the quality of classroom engagement, as the primary learning needs of the students are often neglected. The distractions caused by the not conducive learning space and instructors’ inability to elucidate correct feedbacks from students usually lead to poor learning outcomes [4]. To improve on learning outcomes, it is desirable that instructors possess the capacity to monitor student classroom engagement, with the aim of identifying and responding efficiently to student’s needs. Such responsiveness increases student interest [5], and situates the importance of the human factor in teaching, while also confirming that student’s interest can be triggered by students’ perception of the instructor’s attention to them [6]. Although monitoring classroom engagement consists of three dimensions: cognitive, behavioural and affective (emotional), recognizing and measuring emotional phenomena (such as interest, boredom, or surprise) play a vital role in providing appropriate instructor-led intervention and increases the responsiveness of instructors [7]. The resultants effect of which is a classroom ambience that fosters empathy and enhance learning [8; 9], and assures students’ motivation in the long run [10]. However, coordinating effective instructor-student interaction in large classroom settings is nontrivial, as feedback mechanisms that are unobtrusive and efficient in processing large emotional data in real-time are needful [11], which could be employed to measure quality learning experience in such large classroom settings.

With the latest impact of penetration and adoption of internet and mobile technologies in most developing counties, wearable technology is a feasible solution to manage and monitor classroom involvement within large classroom settings; as real time student feedback can be integrated in the
design and delivery of instruction in and out of the classroom. In this paper, we present state of the art of wearable technology and explored the opportunities of wearable technology in the higher education. Specifically, we presented scenarios in which wearable technology can be employed to understand and analyse physiological signals and emotional responses from learners in real-time; the end result of which would increase the quality of classroom engagement, inspire new pedagogy, drive new trends in peer-to-peer collaborations, and increase the learning outcomes. The Rest of the Paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses monitoring student classroom engagement and the role of technology in this process, with emphasis on the potentials of wearable technology. The scenarios for employing emotion-aware wearable technology to monitor classroom engagement in large are presented in section 3; while the opportunities and challenges for adopting of wearable technology is discussed in section 4. This paper concludes in section 5.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Student Classroom Engagement and Monitoring

Student classroom engagement can be defined as student’s active involvement in learning activities in the classroom environment [12; 13], and the extent of attention, curiosity, interest, optimism, and passion that student exhibit during learning activities [14; 15]. Indeed improved participation in the classroom usually leads to improved motivation and performance in a course or subject [16], however surprising is that most students are increasingly under-engaged or dis-engaged in many classroom settings [17, p. 18]; and authentic learning will only happen to the extent of engagement during the learning process. Generally, student classroom engagement is characterized by the cognitive, behavioural and affective (or emotional) dimensions exhibited by students in the classroom context [18], and how they impact on overall academic performance. Behavioural engagement describes observable conducts such as time-on task, classroom participation, and question asking; while cognitive engagement refers to mental effort, such as, concentration and metacognition [19]. Affective (emotional) engagement refers to positive emotions during learning activities in the classroom (e.g. interest, curiosity, enjoyment, and enthusiasm) [18; 13], and such emotional phenomena are important dimensions that provide useful feedback in measuring the quality of student engagement in the classroom [20; 21].

Classroom monitoring is the means by which instructors keep track of students’ involvement in the learning process in order to improve pedagogical decisions [22]. Traditional monitoring techniques include, among others: self-reporting, checklists and rating scales, and direct observations [23]. In self-reporting, the information volunteered by the students through surveys or questionnaires are used to measure student engagement; while the instructor employs rating scales to measure student engagement levels in checklists and rating scale methods. In direct observation, instructors directly observe students during lecture session and make recommendations for appropriate intervention. Although, direct observation is expected to make-up for the concerns on the validity of the subjective information provided by students themselves in self-reporting [24], direct observation also suffers from the instructor’s subjective opinion, while itself been cumbersome and time-consuming. Manually eliciting these feedbacks can be tedious and subjective in nature and as such instant and actionable feedbacks on affective, cognitive and behavioral cues enabled by the use of technology can better enrich student experience while driving engagement. The use of relatively unobtrusive forms of classroom monitoring technologies to harvest, and analysis student feedbacks would lead to more informed decisions about improving teaching and learning.

2.2 Technology-enabled Classroom Monitoring

Technology has irremediably brought changes to varied aspects of human life. The effect of this is evidence in the new ways we communicate, share experiences, buy, sell, and also teach and learn. The advent of the internet and miniaturized computing devices such as PCs, Tablets, mobile phones and other portable and wearable devices has contributed to the popularity and wide adoption of technology-assisted learning paradigms such as e-learning, m-learning, game-based learning etc. These platforms have become progressively necessary in the learning environment, a wide range of geographically dispersed audience of learners can be reached in at a reduced cost via e-learning platforms [25]; learning can take place anywhere and anytime with m-learning [26]; and apart from delivering education, game-based learning also improve the problem solving skills of learners [27]. In the light of these advancements, portable and wearable technologies open a new vista to infinite
opportunities for transformational and massive changes in the way education is being delivered and received [28; 29; 30; 31; 32].

For example, portable student response systems (also referred to as classroom response system, audience response technology, electronic voting system or simply, clickers) have been widely applied in order to elicit responses from students on cognitive tasks during classroom sessions, with some measure of success [33; 34]. Clickers incorporate a wireless system that enables the instructor post a multiple choice questions during a lecture and each student respond by selecting a preferred option using handset devices (clickers). The handsets transmit the answers to a receiver for the voting software to aggregate the responses; the aggregated responses is summarized into a pictorial chart and the results are displayed to the entire class [34]. Clickers enables a question-driven model of instruction, and indeed, a viable means to monitor student's cognitive commitment to the lecture, measure understanding, reveal and correct some misconceptions [35; 36; 37]. However, the clicker technology necessitates that the students themselves respond by clicking [32], and they do not measure the emotional (or affective) underpinnings that also underscores classroom engagement [38; 20; 21]. Extending the success of the clicker technology would be to include the use of unobtrusive affect-sensitive wearable sensor technology that can elicit biofeedback from the students indirectly.

2.3 Wearable Technologies and Classroom Monitoring

Generally, wearable technology are devices that contain a microprocessor, are able to run user defined software applications and are worn on a user's body to allow for non-invasive bio-monitoring functionality and possibly provide a hands-free computing experience [18; 39; 40; 31]. Wearable technologies is different from mobile technologies in that wearable devices can be available at all times, unlike smart phones are handheld, in a pocket or a bag. Wearable technology can be grouped into: wrist-worn wearable and Optical Head Mounted Display (OHMD). OHMD devices are usually worn on the head and/or over the eye. While some are designed to completely immerse the wearer in augmented virtual reality (e.g. Oculus Rift [41]); others such as the Google Glass [21] and Microsoft HoloLens [42] act as an overlay of information thus allowing a user to see through them and still maintain contact with the physical world. Google glass (or simply GLASS) is comprise a bone conduction transducer to transmit audio; a microphone that enables phone and video calls, text dictation for e-mail, messages, and notes; a camera, and several sensors like gyroscope, accelerometer, and GPS; Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity; storage; and a see-through display called prism. In all GLASS can be used to gather personal information during daily activities [21]. Wrist-worn wearable devices include smart watches and fitness bands. Smart watches (e.g. Apple watch [43] and Samsung gear watch [44]) are worn on the wrist and can connect to a mobile phone to act as mini-windows to exploring wearer's digital life. Fitness bands (e.g. Microsoft band [45]) on the other hand help to track the fitness of their user by monitoring heart and pulse rate. Fitness bands can also connect to a cloud platform to give accurate health-related recommendations to the user based on the data gathered.

Some recent advances in wearable sensor technology have made it possible to monitor affective state of wearers in real-time by reading user's psychological signals [46]. These technologies are collectively referred to as affective computing [47]. Affect-sensitive devices are fitted with sensors to read some type of physiological signal, then, pattern recognition tools are employed to recognize physiological aspects of emotion, and to deduce the likely emotional states [47; 21; 48]. The inputs to these sensors include: face, voice, hand gestures, posture and gait, respiration, electro-dermal response (or electro-dermal activity), temperature, electrocardiogram, galvanic skin response, blood pressure, blood volume pulse, facial electromyogram, etc. [47]. For example, MoodWings [46] is a butterfly shaped wearable technology, used to reflect a wearer's stress state in real-time, through stimulated wing motions. The butterfly responds to users' arousal stress states via wings actuation, in which a high stress arousal triggers a large flap, and vice versa. Affectiva [49] is a commercial wearable sensor that recognizes emotions by measuring electro-dermal activity, surface temperature and acceleration. Other wrist-worn wearable such as XOX sensory wrist-band [50] allows for real-time collection, analysis and biofeedback of emotional data from large audience. The use of affect-sensitive wearables is increasing in a number of domains [39], including gaming [51], health [30; 52], rehabilitation [53], and education [54].

In education, such affect-sensitive wearables can unobtrusively allow instructors monitor the emotional state of the students, in order to adopt possible combination of instructional strategies that would arouse the emotional state that is conducive to learning in large classroom settings. For example, instructors can be alerted to devise means to help students maintain focus on the lesson when they
get distracted, or know when to break the monotony of the class by introducing physical activities that can further enrich the learning process. We presented two use case scenarios in which Optical head mounted display (OHMD), and sensory wrist-bands can be employed to understand and analyze physiological signals and emotional responses from learners in real-time in introductory undergraduate course in Accounting. This case study is based on the teaching scenario from a university in Nigeria.

3 SCENARIO

*Introduction to Accounting (ACC111)* is an introductory Accounting course designed for freshmen in which students are exposed to the rudiment of accounting and requires that students get the basic knowledge of Bookkeeping and Accounting. A minimum of 3 contact hours each week for 12 weeks is expected. Some specific learning objectives of the course includes: understanding of basic bookkeeping and accounting definitions, terms and terminologies; having good grasp of capital revenues and expense classifications; have an insight into accounting standards; identify errors in accounts and how to correct such errors; and, attempt to draw a final accounts. About 700 students are usually registered for this course, which is usually team-taught. The registered students comprise students from 6 other undergraduate programmes in the university, including Economics, Business administration, Banking and finance, Marketing, Estate management, and Management Information System. The group is broken down into six classes, with a team of instructors for each group and an average class size of 120 students, and each classroom is fitted with a smart-board and Wi-Fi connection. In this scenario, monitoring 120 students’ engagement during teaching session is nontrivial and necessitates the use of unobtrusive feedback mechanisms to ensure quality learning experience in such large classroom settings.

3.1 Classroom Monitoring with Optical Head Mounted Display

Teaching with an Optical Head Mounted Display (OHMD), the instructor can monitor the facial gesture of the student as he/she moves round the classroom in the course of delivering the lesson. The audience of learners would possess a variety of affective states in the course of the lecture, and the instructor can intelligently recognize the emotional states of the students by collectively analyzing the facial gestures *en masse*. This information can be visualized through the OHMD’s see-through display for the instructor to respond accordingly. This way, the instructor can learn what aspect of the lesson triggers certain responses and in what context, and adjust instructional approaches as required. The camera feature on the OHMD can pick facial gestures from the classroom, send this signals to a remote server and analyze the physiologically signals to produce an aggregated emotional metric. The aggregated emotional metric could be a measure of the intensity of curiosity, interest and surprise as against boredom or stress from students' facial cues. The instructor can continuously adapt his/her behaviour to in response to these feedbacks and can introduce activities that ensure students are sufficiently engagement. Based on some recent development, Google glass can be employed to recognize, measure, and adapt emotions in such a classroom settings [21]. For example, connecting GLASS with Q™ sensor from Affective [49] allows a continuous measurement, analysis and visualization of the stream of data captured via the camera [21], and the feedback is send to the wearer via Bluetooth. Affectiva Q™ Sensor is used to capture sympathetic nervous system activation, such as heart rate variability and facial expressions [49]. Since GLASS is worn over the eyes, the instructor can unobtrusively visualize real-time emotional data, and immediately see the impact of adapting his/her behaviour on emotional states of the students [21].

3.2 Monitoring with Wrist-Worn Emotional Sensory Wristband

Unlike the use of OHMD in which the instructor wears the affect-sensitive device, another possibility is the students wearing sensory wristbands that are capable of collecting and interpreting electrical characteristics of the wearer’s skin in order to understand the emotional state of the wearer. The information containing the processed collective emotional states of the students accessed via a smartphone or displayed on a screen, can be used by the instructor to pinpoint which students are having some difficulties with certain aspect of the lecture, or measure the level of students’ attention [29]. A potential technology for achieving this is XOX [50]. XOX comprises of the XOX sensory wristbands fitted with biometric sensors that collect physiological data, through the XOX base, transmits and receive signals from XOX servers, where the physiological data is processed to interpret underlying emotional states. The latest version of XOX is fitted with RGB LED that indicates various arousal states. Instructors can use this color-coded biofeedback to identify specific cases needing attention in the classroom. XOX technologies has been tested at events involving large audiences,
where the audience’s emotional feedback is elicited and used to allow them co-create the experience in the course of the event [50].

In the use cases just described, the data collected using both the OHDM and sensory wristbands can be stored and used to perform posterior analysis of the overall learning experience in the classroom for the entire duration of the course in a semester(s). Furthermore, sharing the real-time feedbacks with the students could also help students understand their own physiological states and its impact on their learning behaviour. This would provide a platform for students and instructors to work together in enhancing the quality of teaching and learning in the classroom. The end result of which would increase the quality of classroom engagement; inspire new pedagogy; drive new trends in peer-to-peer collaborations; and increase the learning outcomes.

4 OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The University system forms a significant part of higher education. For example, higher education (HE) landscape in Nigeria is defined by four categories of tertiary institutions, and comprises 141 Universities, 95 Polytechnics, 27 monotechnics and 83 colleges of education. Being the highest form of tertiary education, the Universities in Nigeria records high subscription and admission rate of students and majority of these students can be classified as Generation Y. A key characteristic of this group is their affinity for cutting-edge technology, such as the internet, mobile technologies, online social media etc. Indeed, taking a cue from the significant growth in the use of internet and mobile technologies in developing countries, the adoption of wearable technology is predicted to increase. According to [55] the statistics of individual using internet in the developing countries is put at 39.1% while that of mobile broadband subscriber is at 35.3%. These statistics is a potential basis to forecast that the adoption of wearable technology in developing countries will burgeon. This is particularly so for countries already investing in backbone services that supports mobile technologies and smartphone devices. For example, m-learning is gaining popularity in developing countries, as about 24% of persons in developing countries habitually use mobile internet for educational purposes in 2014 [56]. As this backbone is strengthened, the market would become more fertile for mass-adoption of mobile technologies, which will impact on the wearable technology market [57], and also its application in educational activities.

However, some factors ought to be put in consideration if the wearable revolution is to realize its potential for use in higher education in developing countries. We have identified two issues that need addressing, which are the need for more inclusive user studies, and infrastructure development. Apart from the potential for student distraction in the classroom [58], the advent of wearable technologies raises a lot of issues relating to the feasibility of its use, particularly in education. There is need for more inclusive user studies that borders on issues relating to adoption based on privacy concerns. The capability of wearable technologies to instantaneously transmit and receive personal data raises a privacy, social and ethical concerns [31; 46], particularly relating to socio-cultural milieu in most developing countries. In addition, ICT infrastructural development in the area of widespread and uninterrupted internet network and connectivity infrastructure must be addressed to support the use of these technologies in the classroom environment.

5 CONCLUSION

Technology-mediated means that enable instructors elicit feedbacks from students and to respond to these feedbacks is a way to cultivate rich classroom interactions that is conducive for teaching and learning. Apart from measuring cognitive engagements, determining the enjoy-ability of the learning process is also important in promoting sustained motivation in the students over the long-term. Noting that large overcrowded classrooms are commonplace in many higher institutions of learning, particularly in developing countries, we presented application scenarios in which wearable technology can foster student classroom engagement in such settings using Optical Head Mounted display and sensory wrist-band technologies. This paper demonstrates the potential of the wearable technology in large class sizes and we believe that potentially, wearable technology can revolutionize higher education landscape in developing countries. However, inclusive users’ acceptance studies and provision of adequate infrastructure are some of the requirements in realizing these potentials, and therefore call for more research activities in this domain, as it pertains to developing countries.
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